
INSTRUCTION





1. Works with most canister and flapper toilets in the market,not compatible 
    with dual-flush,top-mount flush, pressure-assist, or ballcock valve toilets.
2. Do not use lithium ion batteries with this products, exposing lithium ion 
    batteries to water can result in a fire.
3. If the toilet is plugged,turn off the water supply before attempting to 
    unplug it. The sensor can be inadvertently activated while unplugging the 
    toilet, result in an overflow.
4. Use of in-tank toilet cleaners will damage the seals and corrode the interior 
    components. Damage due to use of in-tank cleaners voids the warranty.

1. FCC、ROHS、CCC  and  ISO9001 certified.
2. Environmental protection materials, not cause harmful interference.
3. Stable performance, and easy operation.
4. Sensor range is adjustable from 0-20cm.
5. The life of controller is over 200,000.00 flushes, and 4 AA batteries last 
    30,000.00 flushes (No-load test).
6. Upgrade your existing toilet to a touchless flush with simple installation.

 Features

Precautions

 1.The toilet is blocked.

2.Nothing happens when I 
   try to activate the sensor.

3. the wheel rotates, the chain
    moves, but the toilet does
    not flush.

4.The wheel contacts the
   flush valve when flushing.

5. The toilet flushes, but the 
    flush is weak.

6.The sensor is not sensitive 
   enough 

7.The toilet flushes when I 
    am sitting on it.

A.Increase the sensor range.

A.Are you leaning back and bumping the tank lid? 
    Moving the tank lid may cause the toilet to flush.

B.Are pads installed on the tank rim? Install the 
    provided foam pads on the tank rim to stabilize 
    the tank lid.

B. Confirm the sensor symbol is located directly 
     above the icon on the module. Relocate the 
     symbol if it is not located correctly.

Relocate the control box further from the flush 
valve to allow room for operation.
 
Remove any slack in the chain.

A.Remove any slack in the chain.

B. Confirm the chain is attached to the wheel and 
     flush valve.

A.Confirm the batteries are correctly installed

B.Confirm the batteries have a charge.

Microwave activation

IP67 water protection

Sensor range 0-20cm

Turn off the water supply. Clear the blockage using
a plunger.Consult the toilet troubleshooting guide 
for further information.

Problem Solution

Works with most canister 
and flapper toilets

External battery box

4 AA batteries power 
supply

Troubleshooting



Parts list

Specification

Wave sensor toilet flush kit

≤0.7mW

≤1.8W

1-55℃

6-9L/cycle

1-6 seconds/cycle(adjustable)

Product

DC:6V(4 x AA batteries)Power supply

Power 
consumption

Flush volume

Flush time

 Sensor range  0-20cm

 IP67

2Kg

IP code

 Lift

Ambient temperature

Standby

Active

Label

Bracket

Controller

Battery box

Pads

Chain and clips

manual button

Microwave 
controller

Flapper

Chain

Fill valve

Flush valve

battery box

Hose

Flush valve
Flapper

2.Sensor range and flush time adjustment:
    A.Sensor range adjustment: 0-20cm, clockwise rotation to increase the sensor 
        range, anti-clockwise rotation to decrease.
    B.Flush time adjustment: 1-6s, clockwise rotation to increase the flush time, 
        anti-clockwise rotation to decrease.
      

A.Sensor range 
  adjustment

B.Flush time 
  adjustment

Application



Installation procedure

Before your installation:
NOTE: While it is not required, emptying most of the water from the tank will 
allow for a more pleasant installation and reduce the risk of damage to parts if 
they are dropped in the tank.

1.Insert the tab of controller in the bracket slot.
2.Attach a clip to the attachment point on the wheel.Manually adjust
   the joint head to the lowest position.
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 Check Operation

3.Position the controller on the rim of tank with the wheel directly above the 
   center of the flapper.
4.Attach the supplied chain to the existing chain at the appropriate chain link, go 
   two chain links past the connection to the large clip and cut the chain.(Manually 
   turn the wheel and observe the flapper, confirm the flapper lifts clear of the tank 
   outlet when the chain connection on the wheel is at the highest point. Confirm the 
   flapper is fully sealed when the wheel chain attachment is at its lowest point.)

Flush the toilet repeatedly using the module.
Observe the chain and flapper or canister.
Does the flapper/canister lift high enough to flush? 
If not, adjust the chain tighter as needed.
Does the flapper/canister fully close when the flush cycle is
complete? If not, adjust the chain to add slack as needed.
Does the canister spin when being raised or lowered during the
flush cycle? If yes, add slack to the chain.
If the handle is still attached, does the chain from the handle interfere with the 
flushing action when the touchless flush is activated? If yes, you may need to 
disconnect the handle.
Observe the movement of the wheel.
Does the wheel come in contact with anything when rotating?
Adjust the location as needed.
For installations with the handle in place, flush the toilet using the handle. 
Confirm the chains do not interfere with each other.
Turn the water supply back on. Allow the tank to fill.
Confirm operation with a full flush.
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10.Install the tank lid on the tank correctly.
11.Install the label directly above the sensor indicator.

5.Open the lid of battery box,install 4 AA batteries.
6.Install the battery box in the bracket.
7.Join the 2 pins connects for battery box and controller.
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Install and replace the batteries

8.Insert the cable into the slot to avoid interfere.
9.Install four pads near each corner of the tank rim where the lid contacts the 
   tank rim.

a.Turn off the water supply to the toilet, flush the toilet to remove most of the 
   water from the tank.
b.Detach the battery connector, take the battery box out of the bracket.
c.Open the lid of battery box, replace the batteries(orient them as shown in the 
   diagram on the battery box).
d.Reassemble.
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